


As we speak about the VaginaAs we speak about the Vagina
Our VaginaOur Vagina
Our gatewayOur gateway

I ask you to consider your sacredness. A tomb. Of. Great.I ask you to consider your sacredness. A tomb. Of. Great.
Power. A place of growth. An artists colony of creation.Power. A place of growth. An artists colony of creation.

Immediately, what is your reaction.Immediately, what is your reaction.
How do you feel, what sensations rise, are you comfortable withHow do you feel, what sensations rise, are you comfortable with
the concept of deepening your relationship with this 'garden' orthe concept of deepening your relationship with this 'garden' or
does it rise other feelings such as shame, fear, trauma, paindoes it rise other feelings such as shame, fear, trauma, pain

Say the words, 'Vagina' out loud.... AHHHH.Say the words, 'Vagina' out loud.... AHHHH.  

In honoring the sacred space of the pelvic bowl we bear witnessIn honoring the sacred space of the pelvic bowl we bear witness
to the essence of creation, creative potential, to the birthing ofto the essence of creation, creative potential, to the birthing of
all of our potential of and for the nourishment of the whole.all of our potential of and for the nourishment of the whole.  

The pelvic bowl is an energetic pool of possibility, ofThe pelvic bowl is an energetic pool of possibility, of
relationship, of connection and of soul wisdom. This space is ofrelationship, of connection and of soul wisdom. This space is of
this essence energetically whether the organ tissue ofthis essence energetically whether the organ tissue of
reproductive organs is present or not.reproductive organs is present or not.  

This pool of possibility is accessible to all women - at all stagesThis pool of possibility is accessible to all women - at all stages
of life, whether she cycles with blood, with the moons vibrationof life, whether she cycles with blood, with the moons vibration
or solely her own intuition. The tissue matter is simply a vesselor solely her own intuition. The tissue matter is simply a vessel
of teaching, just as are the plants and crystals I introduce to youof teaching, just as are the plants and crystals I introduce to you
in later modules. Someday, regardless of their function orin later modules. Someday, regardless of their function or
presence we simply embody their vibration. This is whypresence we simply embody their vibration. This is why
attachment to physical matter of any sort doesn't truly serve us.attachment to physical matter of any sort doesn't truly serve us.

Before we begin, I wish to acknowledge that this body of workBefore we begin, I wish to acknowledge that this body of work
can trigger deep emotional responses, fear, trauma response,can trigger deep emotional responses, fear, trauma response,
embarrassment or can be a sense of great joy from the start.embarrassment or can be a sense of great joy from the start.
Regardless of where your are on the spectrum, ( it is a cycle notRegardless of where your are on the spectrum, ( it is a cycle not
a linear journey) know you are held and are safe to explorea linear journey) know you are held and are safe to explore
these teachings at your own pace, with space and time andthese teachings at your own pace, with space and time and
privacy and grace. Taking this slow, allowing the vibrations andprivacy and grace. Taking this slow, allowing the vibrations and
exploration filter, deep within your flesh, your bones, your blood,exploration filter, deep within your flesh, your bones, your blood,
is enough to start the reclamation cycle. Now is your time.is enough to start the reclamation cycle. Now is your time.
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My basis, practical interpretation of the Pelvic FloorMy basis, practical interpretation of the Pelvic Floor
Getting to know your Yoni through self practices such asGetting to know your Yoni through self practices such as
pelvic floor mapping, yoni massage, yoni eggs & wandspelvic floor mapping, yoni massage, yoni eggs & wands
Intuitive movement - connecting your throat & your wombIntuitive movement - connecting your throat & your womb
Yoni SteamingYoni Steaming

TThe Yoni. Our Sacred Gatewayhe Yoni. Our Sacred Gateway

Yoni is the Sanskrit name for our vagina. And meansYoni is the Sanskrit name for our vagina. And means
“sacred gateway”“sacred gateway”. It’s a garden that. It’s a garden that hosts life and births hosts life and births
creativity and also is provides pleasurecreativity and also is provides pleasure. . Unlike the maleUnlike the male  
  reproductive system.reproductive system.  

This divine space is considered to be a portal between worlds.This divine space is considered to be a portal between worlds.  

If we think about history, and how we/you were, or generationsIf we think about history, and how we/you were, or generations
of woman were and still are today, conditioned to associatingof woman were and still are today, conditioned to associating
our Yoni’s a certain way – shamed almost and for far too long.our Yoni’s a certain way – shamed almost and for far too long.
We are taught about our wombs with generational ignorance.We are taught about our wombs with generational ignorance.
For the most part, and for most woman I support, we have haveFor the most part, and for most woman I support, we have have
struggled to hide our blood, stuff cotton up her and maskstruggled to hide our blood, stuff cotton up her and mask
smells, guilt shaming each month, cursing ourselves, feeling wesmells, guilt shaming each month, cursing ourselves, feeling we
need to clean up a mess that we cannot help but make!need to clean up a mess that we cannot help but make!  

Handed down from our mothers and grandmothers....Handed down from our mothers and grandmothers....

And then repeat, each month, each generation, each sisterAnd then repeat, each month, each generation, each sister
hood and there you have a perpetual cycle of resentmenthood and there you have a perpetual cycle of resentment
toward our body, wombs and pleasure. It may take some timetoward our body, wombs and pleasure. It may take some time
and deep self-evaluation (still ongoing for me and a dailyand deep self-evaluation (still ongoing for me and a daily
practice for me, before you are ready to take the steps towardpractice for me, before you are ready to take the steps toward
your slow, conscious and self- honoring reclamation.your slow, conscious and self- honoring reclamation.

When you are ready to think about a reclaim, a nourishing andWhen you are ready to think about a reclaim, a nourishing and
loving relationship with this sacred beautiful garden, I am here.loving relationship with this sacred beautiful garden, I am here.
We are here.We are here.    The sisters who have undertaken this work, andThe sisters who have undertaken this work, and
the sisters before them. And energetic code of support & lovethe sisters before them. And energetic code of support & love

Based upon Tantric work, which is a spiritual not a sexualBased upon Tantric work, which is a spiritual not a sexual
practicepractice is meant to invoke awareness to the light body, or the is meant to invoke awareness to the light body, or the
magic that we all are beyond the masks and layers we wear. Asmagic that we all are beyond the masks and layers we wear. As
with many tantric exercises this is an intimacy practice inwith many tantric exercises this is an intimacy practice in
connecting to our source/divine nature.connecting to our source/divine nature.  

So, the beginning of this is So, the beginning of this is exploring our bodies and in a safeexploring our bodies and in a safe
and private way,and private way, to understand all that she can teach us to understand all that she can teach us
through understandingthrough understanding
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TThe Pelvic Floorhe Pelvic Floor

Our Pelvic floor, the walls of our Yoni, comprise ofOur Pelvic floor, the walls of our Yoni, comprise of
approximately 16 muscles that allow for expansion andapproximately 16 muscles that allow for expansion and
contraction of the vagina. Most woman havecontraction of the vagina. Most woman have  

a TIGHT and WEAK pelvic floor.a TIGHT and WEAK pelvic floor.  
This tension weakness are as a result of clenching, emotionalThis tension weakness are as a result of clenching, emotional
trauma and a lack of nourishment and connection with thistrauma and a lack of nourishment and connection with this
beautiful space.beautiful space.    

The intention we have with working with the Yoni, is toThe intention we have with working with the Yoni, is to
develop muscles and thatdevelop muscles and that  

are STRONG an SUPTLE.are STRONG an SUPTLE.  
For many woman, it is the softening and relaxing of the pelvicFor many woman, it is the softening and relaxing of the pelvic
floor that allows for deeper, more fulfilling orgasms as well asfloor that allows for deeper, more fulfilling orgasms as well as
a much easier experience in childbirth.a much easier experience in childbirth.  

The vulva, clitoris, 16 vaginal muscles, sacred spot and theThe vulva, clitoris, 16 vaginal muscles, sacred spot and the
cervix are such magical teachers for our feminine experience.cervix are such magical teachers for our feminine experience.
Not only can we experience other worldly pleasures byNot only can we experience other worldly pleasures by
developing a more intimate and natural relationship with ourdeveloping a more intimate and natural relationship with our
Yoni, but we access a spiritual portal for transformation andYoni, but we access a spiritual portal for transformation and
healing.healing.

Getting to know your Yoni – reclaiming herGetting to know your Yoni – reclaiming her

This is a deeply personal journey and should not be rushed.This is a deeply personal journey and should not be rushed.
Getting to know her can be a journey of numbness and painGetting to know her can be a journey of numbness and pain
and confusion, grief and loss, anger and so forth. Iand confusion, grief and loss, anger and so forth. I
recommend starting slowly with journaling your feelings aboutrecommend starting slowly with journaling your feelings about
looking at and touching your Yonilooking at and touching your Yoni. It is substantial to note that. It is substantial to note that
all of these feelings you encounter as you begin are sacred.all of these feelings you encounter as you begin are sacred.  

The emotional residue we hold here is deeply related toThe emotional residue we hold here is deeply related to
experiences and feelings such as how we view pleasure,experiences and feelings such as how we view pleasure,
religious or belief system conditioning, our own experiencereligious or belief system conditioning, our own experience
with sexuality, childbirth, termination, miscarriage, sexualwith sexuality, childbirth, termination, miscarriage, sexual
trauma, relationships and so forth.trauma, relationships and so forth.

By journaling continuously throughout your cycle will developBy journaling continuously throughout your cycle will develop
a more natural and authentic relationship with your sacreda more natural and authentic relationship with your sacred
gateway and our emotions.gateway and our emotions.  
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